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To My Family & Friends 

For believing in me and my 
Dreams, and for pushing me 
When you didn't realize that 
I was weak. 

To My Dad 

For your unspoken 
Support and pride. 

To My Mom 

For your emotional comfort 
Through the stress and tears. 



To the United States Navy, and all of the United States Armed Forces: 

Thank You. 

Thank you for sharing your life with us. 

Thank you ,God, for giving us these protectors. 

II 



On October 12, 2000, word spread across the news that a US Naval destroyer from Norfolk, Virginia was attacked in Yemen and several soldiers were reported dead. My brother, stationed on the Norfolk Naval base aboard a destroyer, at that same time was out to sea, destination unknown. It was only a brief moment before they announced the name of the attacked destroyer, but for a family member of a soldier, those few minutes begin to create a wide array of emotion. 

I had just seen my brother over the summer, and to think that was possibly the last time I would ever see him, laugh with him, hug him; sadness and panic began to overcome me. Not "my" brother. It's not suppose to effect me and my family. And now suddenly, I wake up one morning to find that my life will forever fell the pain of an emptiness, a void that once completed my childhood, my life, my future. 

My fears and pain were relieved to hear that it was the ''USS Cole" and not the "USS Monterey" that was attacked that fateful day. "Relieved." I was able to feel relief, while other families across the nation had to accept the same pain that I felt for only moments. My fears were ended, but for the USS Cole families, their nightmares were confirmed, their pain was just beginning, they had to feel that pain and loss permanently. 

For a brief moment, I came to feel what every family of a lost soldier felt. And for this reason, I feel a close sympathy for the families of those soldiers that lost their lives that early morning in October. I mom with them in the memory of their brave soldier whose innocent lives were taken in an act of hate. God watch over the families, for I know that you have their soldiers in your army 
now. 

Preface 



On October 12, 2000, the United States naval destroyer the 
USS Cole was attacked in Yemen at 11 :18 a.m. (3:18 a.m. Central 
time). The destroyer made an unannounced stop in Aden, Yemen to 
refuel, a routine stop to last approximately 6 hours. 

During the refueling a 3 5' white skiff with red trim pulled along 
the port side (left) of the ship stopping at mid ship. The two gentlemen 
aboard the skiff smiled and waved at the crew of the Cole, the crew 
expecting a routine garbage pick-up smiled and waved back, the two 
were then said to have stood up right before the craft exploded. The 
USS Cole composed of 8,300 tons of steel, was rocked and shook 
violently as the ship lost all power. 

The explosion caused a 20' X 40' hole at the waterline of the 
USS Cole through the Yz" steel hull, destroying the mess hall and 
several engineering compartments of the destroyer. Razor sharp steel 
was thrown through the floors and ceilings, becoming projectiles and 
blades throughout various compartments. Sailors are thrown about, 
and several have no choice but jump through the explosion hole into 
the water to escape the extreme heat from the fire within. 

The immediate explosion, however, was only part of the terror. 
With the loss of power, the interior of the ship was pitch black, smoke 
filled, and full of danger from burning hot steel shards to exposed live 
wires of 440 volts, plus the ever growing crisis of the rise of water in the 
ship. Unaware of what has happened, the crew of the USS Cole 
scrambles to their assigned emergency positions. 

I ntrocf uction 



The rise of water is the first priority as hatches all around the ship are sealed off to limit the intake of water. However, the intake of water has already caused a four degree tilt of the massive ship. Due to 
the loss of power, bucket-to-bucket brigades began to drain the water out of the ship in attempts to keep the 8,300-ton ship afloat. The sick bay compartment has been filled to capacity as the hallway, quickly being called the "bloody isle" by the crew, are filled with sailors waiting to receive medical attention, from the four medics aboard. 

Hours passed before any communication is relayed back to the 
United States, upon which aid and additional security is quickly sent oversea. In the end 17 sailors were killed, 35 were injured, and 240 fought to save their dying ship. It was later established to be a "cowardly and despicable" act of terrorism, an act that continues to haunt Americans today as a reminderthat "Freedom is not free." 

"Not one sou/who served or was lostwill be forgotten " 
AllisonChamberCoxsy, 2001 

- --·~-----------

Introduction 
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Tliesis Statement 

Architecture is developed using the process of 
expressionism in design to invoke emotion through the use of 
space.form, and the passion of the designer. 

Architecture has the power by design to overwhelm the 
psyche of man, and to create a place that holds emotional memory, 
through the expression of the architect's feelings as well as the 
feelings of each observer. 

Facility Type 

The proposed building is a visitor's center and naval 
memorial to the USS Cole. The visitor's center will 
accommodate the needs of the visitors including display spaces 
for naval history and particularly for photographs and 
memorabilia of the USS Cole, and it's victims. Included in the 
display are, individual displays will be incorporated to honor the 
lives of the 17 sailors that lost their lives. In addition, the 
visitor's center will also be the center for the naval base tours for 
visitors. 

The memorial will be a place of remembrance and 
honorforthefamiliesandvisitorsto remember the tragic lossof 



}l6stract 

Scope of Project 

Norfolk is no stranger to seeing soldiers leave and never 
returning, but it never gets any easier, nor any should any sailor go 
unforgotten. While the memorial plays a large role in the honor of 
the fallen sailors, the visitors center's display galleries are likewise 
used as a reminder of the personal side to each sailor. In addition to 
the displays, a small auditorium, and conference rooms with be 
included to further education. The facility will also house the 
visitors tour center for the base, to allow tourist to take a bus tour 
throughout the base, to give the visitors an insight as to the power of 
the United States Navy, and as a reminder that freedom is still not 
free. 

Context Statement 

The site for the memorial and visitor's center is located 
directly on the naval base in Norfolk, Virginia. Norfolk is located 
on the farthest point east in Virginia, on the Chesapeake Bay, and 
approximately 200 miles south of Washington D.C. The site is 
located at the naval base's entry gate number five, along the 
Elizabeth River, on the Hampton Boulevard and Avenue B. The 
site is divided by AvenueB, the entry gate, with half of the site to the 
north of the entry road, and the other half Qf the site to the south. Entry gate number five is one of the main entry poi,-its to the base, 
especially to visitors due to its access directly &;the Hampton Boulevard. This provides the ideal location a visit s/tQur 
center for civilians interested in going inside $~ , 1 11J a 
memorial to attract the attention of tqprists. a 

• 





<Theoretica( <Basis 

Architecture Through Expressionism 

"Under the auspices of a new art of building, in such a way that each separate discipline will contribute to it, there will be no boundaries between the crafts, sculpture, and painting, al/will be one: Architecture. " 

Bruno Taut, 1918 1 

Architecture shapes the world around us. From the Greek Temples to Frank Lloyd Wright's Guggenheim Museum, and even to an old abandoned barn, architecture is the environment around us and influences our lives whether it is in a way that is positive, negative, or neutral . Often times the role of architecture in our lives can go unnoticed, but it also has the power to create a curiosity and interest, particularly through expression: expression of the designer, the client, the subject and even the observers can influence the design as well as influence lives. 

Expression has been used since the beginning of design. Stories of great adventures and triumphs were expressed through art on pyramids, caves, and even teepees. Throughout time, the expression of emotions in design was often hindered by trend, the popular design phase of the time. It wa:s not 4ntil the end of World War II that expression in architectw~ was explored with more interest, particularly in Germany. During this time buildings were 



Clieron Ouis Gunn 

"We grieve 6ecause we couUn't 
protect them. Instead, they died 

. " protecting us. 

<Rjcliard ©anzifj 
Sectretary of the :Navy 
Vss Cot:e 9rfemoria{ Service 
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Tlieoretica{ <Basis 

"Characterized by unusual angular or organic forms and internal 
volumes" 1 made possible by imagination. After the war, soldiers 
came back home to find that their homes and communities were 
destoyed, and the architecture style that endured before the war, 
lacked the emotion of the war experience that the country and its 
people had suffered. "Young men emerged from the holocaust 
eager to rebuild the world and the pioneer Individualists were 
looked upon as the protagonists of the new movement." 3 

Germany and much of Europe was looking for a new form of 
architecture, and what resulted was expressionism. 

Expressionism relates to several architectural styles but 
with no direct correlation specifically. Through the inspiration of 
eclecticism, modernism, and "from the deformation of the 
romantic-nationalistic architecture"' expressionism was born. 
Expressionism describes certain tendencies of individual 
architects whose designs are described as" 'visionary,' fantastic,' 
' dream,' and 'Utopian architecture' ." j This "emotional search 
for solutions to architecture problems" had no limitations, no 
boundaries, only one concept: the use of emotion. "There was no 
single stylistic issue common to any of the groups, hardly in fact a 
singlecommonidea." 6 

However, throughout this s ort .. li,ved exploration of 
design, several characteristics began :to consistently reappear in 
the designs. Features that began to define this era such as unusual 



James Rodrick McDaniels 

"<They are now witli tliose patriots 
wlio gave of tliemse{ves for freedom, 
wlio gave of tliemse{ves for our way 
of Cife, and wlio free{y answered our 
nation's ca{{ to duty. " 

qenera{Jfenry Jf. Slie{ton 
Cliairman of tlie Joint 

Cliiefs of Staff 
Vss Cofe 9rfemoria{ 
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rrheoretica[ <Basis 

Angular or organic forms, internal volumes, the use of reinforced 
concrete, plasticity of the building, exaggeration in forms, and an 
emphasis on monumentalism and symbolism. Monumentalism 
and symbolism played a large role in this post war movement 
particularly in the psychological awareness of space. Ideas of the 
machine, speed, and movement came into play as the 
communication ofideas began to take shape. 

One such visionary was Erich Mendelson, "who had 
perhaps one of the most striking of all buildings in the 
expressionist idiom," the Einstein Tower, "an observatory tower, 
build at Potsdam in 1920, an organic form with a motif of 
streamlining. "7 The Einstein Tower was designed for the Einstein 
Institute of Astrophysics, to monumentalize the accomplishments 
of the esteemed scientist. Much like his subject, Albert Einstein, 
Erich Mendelson's ideas reached far beyond the comprehensible 
extent of his colleagues. "It is an impressive structure, 
monolithic, symbolic and heavy, designed to simulate the grander 
of the Einsteinian concept." 8 Mendelson used his subject as the 
basis for his expression, much like that of a memorial. 
Mendelson's inspiration through the period resulted in hundreds 
of concepts and sketches. However," the case for an expressionist 
architecture was weakened for Mendelso by the difficulties 
encountered in the construction of the Ewstein Tower. This 
experience seems to have forced himtQ adopt a more conventional 
rectilinear approach to architectural form. With the tower 



Lakiba Nicole Palmer 

"Por our tomorrow, tliey gave tlieir 
f " touay. 

qenera{Jfenry J{. Sfze{ton 
Chairman of tfze Joint 

Clii£fs of Staff 
Vss Cofe :M.emoria{ 
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'Ilieoretica[ <Basis 

Mendelson reached the climax of his own expressionism." 9 

The complexity of the construction of the Einstein Tower 
was yet another step in the development of expressionism. It was 
realized that extremely organic shapes were in deed difficult to 
build with precision, but with this realization, expressionism was 
not dead, it merely shifted to take on a more rectilinear modernism 
approach. 

Expressionism still exists today, and for that matter, 
always. Design, true design comes from the expression of the 
designers, and as long as designers feel emotion, then 
expressionism will continue only with the facade of a new name. 

"Architecture is an expressive art form and whether this 
leads to stylistic, structural, symbolic or monumental expression 
is a matter of choice and intension on the part of the designer. " 10 



Timothy Lamont Saunders 

"'We wi{{ never forget tliose 6rave 
men and women wlio saifed into 
liarm's way and wlio paid tlie 
u{timate sacrifice in tlie defense of 
freedom. " 

qenera{Jfenry Jf. Sfze{ton 
Cnainnan of tfze Joint 

Cliwfs of Staff 
Vss Cot:e :Memoria{ 



<Jheoretica{ <Basis 

Theoretical Issue: Symbolism 

Symbolism is "the practice of representing things by 
means of symbols or of attributing symbolic meaning or 
significance to objects, events, or relationship." 11 In 
Architecture, symbolism can be represented in an abstract 
connotation or with a direct correlation. 

In a memorial, symbolism can play a huge role in the 
psychological aspect of remembrance. Symbolism has the 
power to recreate an event in the subconscious minds of people, 
particularly people unaware of the detail or the event itself. 
"These experiences stake out times, places, and immediate 
events, signaling to the beholders that something special has 
happened."12The importance of symbolism in a memorial is to 
play a role in the psychology of the building and the visitors. 

For a memorial to be successful, it needs to make people 
think and reflect on life, both the lives of the dead, and how it 
effects their lives. "A symbol has charisma, preoccupying 
people over an extended period of time. It becomes a guide by 
which people rethink their lives. The symbo resents important 
unconscious material seeking expressipn in and integration with 
our consciousness." 11 



Andrew Triplett 

":Not for fame or reward, not Cured 6y 
am6ition or goaded 6y necessity, 6ut 
in simpfe o6edience to duty as tliey 
understood it, tliese men suffered a{~ 
sacrificed a{~ and died." 

Inscription at tlie 
J.f.rEi11fJton :Nationa{ Cemetery 
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CJ'heoretica[ <Basis 

Theoretical Issue: Symbolism 

Frank Gaylord designer of the Korean War Memorial in 
Washington D.C., used symbolism in a direct physical sense by 
creating a field of stainless steel soldiers. This was extremely 
effective in recreating a typical scene in Korea for visitors, most 
of whom never experienced or possibly even lived during those 
times. This field brings you psychologically to that time, as you 
look at each individual soldier, each with different packs, 
different ways of carrying their guns, different expressions on 
their faces . Different. Individual . These subtle differences in 
each of the nineteen statues symbolized not only the war, but 
also the individuality of each soldier. 

I 



Craig Bryan Wibberley 

"We wi{{ never forget tliose 6rave 
men and women wlio saifed into 
liarm's way and wlio paid tlie 
u{timate sacrifice in tlie defense of 
freedom." 

Vss Cofe 9rtemoria{ 
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rtlieoretica{ <Basis 

Theoretical Issue: Form 

Fonn plays a large role in expressionism as not only an 
aesthetic issue but also as a means of spacial definition. Form is 
used everywhere in architecture, from floor plans and elevations 
to windows and walls. With the ever changing exploration of 
materials in construction, fonn is only limited to the 
imagination of the designer, and the pocket book of the client. 

Expressionist most often use the tenns movement, 
rhythmic vitality, and spiritual, and expression in the 
explanation of fonn. Movement is the key to understanding the 
plasticity of fonn and materials. Rhythmic Vitality relates to 
rhythm of the building as a whole. Spiritual is simply that, 
bringing the spirit of the event and the spirit of the place into the 
design. And expression is the use of emotion to create form, 
while the fonn creates emotion. 

Frank Gehry is an architect that has mastered the ideas of 
fonn in many of his designs particularly in his design of the 
Guggenheim Museum in Bilboa, Spain (1991-1997). Frank 
Gehry is known for moving "away fofllijangular, geometric 
fonns towards a much more flui , curvaceous architecture."u 
The Guggenheim illustrates this fluid fonn to the extent that it is 
described as "an explosion on the water front, a riot of tumbling 
shapes and fonns" "so fluid that it looks as ugh it was carved 
in ice cream that has gently melted." u 



Kenneth Eugene Clodfelter 

"We find ourse{ves reacliingfor tlie 
rig/it words to comfort tlie wounded 
lieatt, to ease tlie pain and grief of 
famifies, friends, sliipmates ... words 
fai{ us, 6ut Jeefings are pure. We Jee[ 
tlie liutt. We Jee[ tlie tears. We fee[ 
tlie Coss and tlie pain. " 

)f.dmira{ o/em Cfart 
Cli:ief of :Nava{ Operations 
Vss Cot:e ::Memoria{ 
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rtlieoretica[ <Basis 

Theoretical Issue: Form 

Fonn has the power to create visual stimulation and the 
ability to dare people to imagine, just like that of a child 
imagining fonnations in the clouds. Architecture has given 
society a tangible cloud. Something so abstract that it takes 
imagination to create an explanation, and at the same time 
something so intriguing that the question "how?"is invoked in 
our minds. 

F onn use in the design of a museum can make the 
museum itself a quality worthy of itself. Museums are used to 
house art and history, but through the use of form in architecture, 
the museum itself can become the art and history. Form in a 
museum can be used much like that of a memorial. A memorial 
is a place to remember an event, and again through the use of 
from in architecture, the memorial can become an event to 
remember. 



Lakeina Monique Francis 

"'flie dearness of tlie 1 7 men and 

women tliat we memoriafize causes us 

to remem6er tliat freedom and tlie 

va[ues tliat we find most important 

sometimes come at a very liigli price." 

Jldmira{ o/em Cfark, 
Cliief of :Nava{ Operations 
Vss Cofe 9rtemorial 
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'flieoretica{ (Basis 

Theoretical Issue: Emotion 

Emotion is the backbone and structure of a memorial, 
for without emotion a memorial would fail. Emotion is ''the 
part of the consciousness that involves feeling or sensibility,"n 
and architecture has the power to invoke emotion. There is no 
better way to explain than this, than through the example of the 
Vietnam Memorial. 

The Vietnam Memorial is a list of names, nothing more. 
Without the use of design, it cold have easily been as meaningful 
as a phone book. But Maya Lin's design was able to arrange the 
. '"es, of those soldiers killed, in a way that has invoked more 
• ion of overwhelming sadness and remorse in people than 

ther memorial today. I personally grew up knowing about 
emorial, and thinking that it was boring and exaggerated. 
hen I visited the memorial, I experienced first hand that it 

indeed overwhelming. It had created an emotion that had 
never before existed, an emotion and understanding that I will 
never forget, and will forever respect. 



Timotliy Lee Guana 

... 

"<Tlie saifors iliat we remem6er today 
made tlie u[timate sacrifice for service 
to tlie Vnited States of Jlmerica, and 
tliey remind us a[[ wliat it rea[(y 
means to go in liarm 'sway. " 

}ldmira{ o/em Cfa.rt 

Cliief of :Nava{ Operations 
Vss Cofe :M.emoria{ 



rrheoretica( <Basis 

Theoretical Issue: Emotion 

The process of designing emotion, however, is different 
for every circumstance. The challenge for the architect or 
designer is to figure out what kind of emotion they want to 
invoke, whether it is anger, humility, joy , sadness, pain, etc. 
The architect must then figure out what it takes to invoke that 
emotion. 

Emotion is a powerful tool that architecture can 
produce. The ability to subconsciously surpass the visual 
stimulation and to stimulate a psychological understanding of 
an event. 

"Architecture can become meaning" is 



Mark/an Nieto 

"<Tfieir service gives specia( meaning 

and lionor to tlieir Cives, tliese young 
f " men anu women. 

}ldmira{ o/em Cfark, 
Cfiief of :Nava{ Operations 
Vss Cofe :7vt_emoria{ 



rflieoretica{ <Basis 

Desi1:n Response 

"Remember the Cole" 

This quote has become engraved among the sailors in 
Norfolk, Virginia, not only in their minds but also in their hearts. 
It is this kind of memory that the memorial design needs to 
reflect. 

In response to the issues presented, it is hard to 
synthesize an individual solution for it is the merging of 
symbolism, form and emotion that will create the design. 

Symbolism will show the emotion, Emotion will shape 
the form, and Form will create the symbolism. 

The issue of symbolism will be used as a more visual 
representation of the attack. Such possible factors as being the 
explosion itself, the 20'x 40'hole left from the explosion, the 
ship, the rise in water, the trails of blood, and several other 
illustrations of the pain and sacrifice of the USS Cole and it's 
crew. While an exact replication is impossible and in some 
ways tasteless, a more abstract.!Pproa~ is favorable. The main 
symbol envisioned is the explosionJ:iQle. The site is divided by 
a road approximately 40' wi®~ 'Same span of the explosion 
hole. With the possible creation of a pedestrian walkway 20':411•11 
high, the illusion of th~ destruction can $YJt1bolized. 



Ronald Scott Owens 

"Cfliey made a difference on tlieir sliip, 

witli tlieir sliipmates, and in our 

:Navy, and forever in our liistory. 

::May tliey rest in peace. " 

}Icfmira{ <Vern Cfarft 
Cfi:ief of Nava{ Operatwns 

Vss Cofe :Jvt.emoria{ 



Tlieoretica{ <Basis 

Desi2n Response 

The issue of Form will be addressed in connection with 
symbology and emotion. Form will be used as a means to create 
the symbolic form decided upon in a way that is both respectful 
to the Navy, while also creating the desired emotion. Harsh 
steel edges can be used to replicate the Navy's strength and 
ruggedness. While the use of fluid and molded reinforced 
concrete forms can be used to represent the emotion and love of 
the fallen sailors. Form will be the most important aspect in the 
creation of the symbology. 

The creation of the form in the memorial will be 
completely based on the theory of expressionism, and the use of 
emotions to shape design. The inspiration of the form will come 
from the pain and loss I felt when I thought that it was brother's 
ship that was attacked. That is a fear and emotion that can not be 
duplicated by anyone that has not experienced it, and I hope to 
use my experience ofloss to create that emotion for the visitors 
of the memorial. 

Emotion is the main issue of the memorial. To invoke 
this emotion, the use of my O)YD emotions for the situation will 
be the main motivator. For the families and the sailors, their 
emotion will already be present, it is the tourist 
unknowledgeable of the situation that wil become the true tes·~•P.1 
of the emotional challenge for the desi . 



Joshua Langdon Parlett 

"11ie Cofe lias given us a gift. rrlie 17 

join more tlian 1.3 mi(Eion service men 

and women wlio liave given us tlieir 

fives. 39 from tlie Cofe were injured; 

240 foug lit on. JI(( togetlier, tliey 

added a 6uilding 6Coctto jtmerica." 

<Rjcfzard' <Danzig 

Sectretary of tfie :Navy 

Vss Cofe :Jvtemoria{Service 



rfheoretica{ <Basis 

Desien Response 

The first process in invoking this emotion comes with 
the visitor's center display. The first display that the visitor will 
incorporate is an exhibit dedicated to the Navy, incorporating 
the history of one of the nations oldest and most respected 
military forces . From there, the visitors will encounter the 
display space devoted to the USS Cole. This exhibit space will 
feature the history of the namesake, the ship, the crew, and 
finally that fateful day in October. Pictures and articles will 
adorn the walls with the tales of the day. The final display area 
in the visitor's center will be composed of seventeen smaller 
"individual" spaces. Each of these spaces will be dedicated to 
the memories of the lives of the fallen sailors. These displays 
will create the image of a live person: a son, a mother, a sister, a 
husband, afiance. 

From that point, the memorial will be used to create the 
loss . The memory of not only the incident, but also of the 
memory of the death of each of the individuals. A reminder to 
the visitors, of the men and women who will never be a parent, 
the moms and dads that will never live to see their grand 
children, the young men and omek that will never have the 
chance to dream and aspire to reach those dreams. 



Richard Coste/ow 

":No one, no one sliould ever pass an 

Jlmerican in uniform witliout saying, 

'rtliant <You, we're gratejuf' -- a(ways 

mimf ju( tliat tliey are prepared to rist 

a(( of tlieir dreams so tliat a(( of us can 

reacli and reafize ours." 

Wi{{iam S. Colien 

Secretary of <Defense 

Vss Cot:e 9vfemoriaf 
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Gary Graham Swenchonis, Jr. 

"<Tfieir tragic Coss reminds us tliat 

even wlien}lmerica is not at 
war. .. our miCitary sti{{ ris~ tlieir fives 

fi " or peace. 

Wi{{iam J. Cfinton 
<President of tfie Vnited States 
Vss Cofe 5ttemoria{ 





Pacifity 

Mission Statement: 

To create a place of remembrance and admiration for the families and visitors while also providing tours and information fortheNorfolkNavalBase. 

Goals and Objectives: 

* To instill the military pride into the visitors and guest 
of the naval base 

* To design a facility symbolic of the attack 

* To give a sense of morning and remembrance 

* To provide a place of service to the public 
understanding of the Navy 



Mananga Santiago 

"I as ft us to tlianft (]od today for tlie 

fives, tlie cliaracter and courage of tlie 

crew of tlie VSS CoCe, inc[uding tlie 

wounded and especia[[y tliose we 

Cost. " 

Wi[[iam J. CEinton 

President of the Vnited States 

Vss Cot:e :Memorial 



Pacifity 

Facility: Visitor's Center and Museum 

The scope of the project is a combination of a visitor's 
and touring center in alliance with a museum and memorial. 

The visitor's center is designed to be information center 
for civilian visitors to the Norfolk Naval Base. In addition, the 
facility will also house the base touring center. The tours 
involve a bus trip throughout the base that is restricted for non
military personnel. The tours give visitors the experience to go 
inside the base to see the power of all the ships and aircraft, and 
to achieve a sense of the pride that the United States Navy 
maintains. 

The museum and memorial are focused on the USS 
Cole. The purpose is to take the visitors through a journey 
through the lives of sailors before experiencing the memorial. 
The journey begins with an exhibit space focused on the Norfolk 
Naval station's history. From there visitors will be directed into 
the USS Cole space, filled with pictures and artifacts of the 
explosion to explain graphically the trials of strength that the 
crew of the USS Cole experienced. Next, thl visitors will reach 
a trail of sailors, the lost sailors. For each sailor that was killed, a 
small individual display will be dedicated for their memory, 
filled with memorabilia from their lives to give the visitors an 
understanding that each sailor was an individ~and to possibly 
create a resemblance of someone in each visit life. At the end 
of the trail of sailors, lies the path to the me · . .. ~th&-e 
the memorial is open for the visitt)ts to mo a~~ 

• 



Kevin Shawn Rux 

"In tlie names and faces of tliose we 

Cost and mourn, tlie worfd sees our 

nation's greatest strengtli. " 

'Wi{{iam J. Cfinton 

<President of the Vnited States 

Vss Cofe 9vtemoria{ 
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3.2 

Pacility Program 

Facility Issue: Lighting 

Lighting in architecture is quickly becoming an issue of 
increased interest. Lighting is no longer a simple lighting figure 
placed in the middle of a room, lighting is factor that can create a 
space as well as accentuate it. 

There are two basic forms of lighting to be considered, 
ambient and task lighting. Ambient lighting is the generalized 
illumination of a space. Ambient lighting can be achieve 
through a variation of artificial lights as well as the use of natural 
lighting. Task lighting is used for emphasis and attentions, 
particularly in display spaces. Track lighting is a prime 
example used throughout museums to illuminate the space and 
exhibits without the harshness that direct incandescence can 
create. 

Natural Lighting is an area of increasing 
experimentation in the field of architecture. The natural 
lighting of the sun can be used for both direct and indirect light 
through the use oflouvers, reflective surfaces, and sun angles. 

Regardless of the type of lighting, possible damage to 
the exhibits also needs to be taken into consideration, 
particularly to any artifact that may be of age and easily 
damaged due to direct radiation. In this i s9 nce, indirect 
lighting is highly advisable. 



Patrick Howard Roy 

"<To tliose wlio Coved tliem, to a(( 
}lmericans, to tlie cause of 
freedom ... tliey liave given us tlieir 
deatlis." 

Wi[[iam J. CEinton 
<President of the Vnitecf States 
Vss Cofe :M.emoria[ 



Pacifi:ty Program 

Facility Issue: Security 

Security has always been an issue on a military base, and 
especially now more than ever. Museum security is an issue in 
regards to human safety and the protection of the exhibits. The 
protection of the exhibits from theft and vandals is one focus of 
security. 

Facility and visitor safety ,however, is a larger concern 
on a military base, particularly in today's society. Due to a 
sudden increase of terrorist attacks on the United States, the 
USS Cole for example, an increase in security is required. 

The primary focus of security will be the entrances, 
particularly through the lobby and tour exists. Aside from 
typical museum security, additional military security standards 
need to be taken into consideration. Due to the location of the 
memorial on the naval base property, the facility will remain 
under military surveillance by the M.I.P.s (military police). The 
tours throughout the base require proof of identification, metal 
detectors, and are required to remain within the confines of the 
tour. 



"rflian~ cy'"ou, Cofe. " 

<J{,unard' <DanzitJ 
Sectretary of the :Navy 
Vss Cot:e :M.emoria[ Servue 
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3.1 

Pacifity Program 

Facility Issue: Circulation 

Every facility that houses a number of display spaces 
faces an issue of circulation. Much like that of a museum, the 
memorial's visitor center circulation is a critical part to the 
success of the facility. The circulation of a museum can be an 
integral part to the layout of spaces that follow the pattern of 
movement. 

There are six plans of circulation in museums. The 
open plan is the most basic, providing a large open space 
providing fress circulation among the visitors. 

The core plan incorporates one central space that branches off 
into individual units (i). The linear procession joins a series of 
spaces with a linear path of movement (ii). The loop pattern 
follows the linear approach with a single path of movement that 
circles around and links up with the starting point (iii). The 
complex plan combines the notions of the loop and the core 
patterns (iv) . The labyrinth is a grid pattern of spaces that 
leaves the visitor to circulate as they please(v) . 

The definition of circulation-for the visitor's center is 
integral for setting the path through eactr-display to set the 
ambiance for the memorial. 



"We mourn tlieir Coss, cefe6rate tlieir 

fives, offer tlie Cove and prayers of a 

grateju[ nation to tlieir fami[ies. " 

Wi{{iam J. Cfinton 
<PresUfent of tfze Vnitecf States 

Vss Cofe :Memorial 



Pacifity <Prof!ram 

Desi&n Response 

Circulation, security, and lighting are all issues that must 
be incorporated into the design process in order to achieve a 
solution that is one of unison with the design verses a means to 
fulfill a requirement. In regards to the issues of circulation, the 
linear circulation pattern is the most appropriate plan for the 
memorial . This approach will force the visitors to experience 
the attack and visualize each fallen sailor as an individual. The 
connection of the sailors as an individual is what will create the 
personal side to the memorial. Without the full experience of 
each display, concluding with the personal side, the meaning 
could be lost, therefore, the linear approach is appropriate. 

In regards to security, the safety precautions of the 
United States Navy must be taken into account. Additional 
security will be provided with direct views of the entry and 
cloakroom from the information desk to discourage any acts of 
theft. In addition the military police will handle surveillance of 
the grounds. Metal detectors at the touring center will be used 
before entrance to the base is permitted. 

Lighting is the biggest design concern. As with any 
museum facility, indirect lighting will be a big prioprity for the 
displays, particularly forthe individual sailors' displays, for that 
memorabilia is irreplaceable and every preci tions should be taken to ward off the damage of direct radia n. ~he Lobby, 
however, is seen as bing the hub of activity an '-'l.ul~~.fPl®e 
of excitement with bright use of natural li~ti~ '-/(;; 

' 



"P,ach day we're a6Ce to sCeep safe{y 

under this 6fank.§t of freedom 6ecause 

those who wear our nation's uniform 

are prepared to surrender fife itself in 

the defense of Ci6erty. " 

Wi{{iam S. Cofien 
Secretary of ©ejense 
Vss Cot:e ::Memoria{ 



3.5 

Case Study: 

Pacifity <Program 

United States Holocaust 
Memorial Museum 

The idea to combine a memorial together with exhibits 
is best demonstrated in the United States Holocaust Memorial 
Museum designed by James Freed. The notion of a memorial to 
one of the worlds most horrifying persecution of innocense, 
was a huge task, for how can one place give an understanding to 
such unimaginable cruelty. 

James Freed's design concept is remarkable in the sense 
that it uses the power of architecture to effect the psyche of its 
visitors. The first and main contributor to the psychology of the 
building is with the Hall of Witness. The Hall of Witnesses is 
nothing more that a huge open hallway, but through the use of 
materials and form, this "hall" creates an uneasy feeling of 
confusion. Visitors enter the hall expecting an exhibit area only 
to find a cold, harsh , long stairway surrounded by harsh bricks, 
steel, glass, and concrete. "The Witness Hall is disturbing and 
fractured, with elements sloping one way or another, in 

':~~:.;f,f-ffJ~11J contradictory directions, forming a pattern of interrupted logic. ,•;;i .. ~~+-fltf--JJ~' Freed'sdesign is cruel in its own subtle way." 

From this point visitors reach a pbnt to which they 
believe that the museum will begin 'biTiy to find that there is no 
definition as to direction on where to proc~ "The Hall of Witnesses is like a map of tile Holocaust wh all coordinates 
have been displaced or half er~ed, a ifal~ore 
threatening than reassuring." One trjf. '\tt" 11 
incorporates a small area of whitemarbl ~~anels t()le ~~ 
innocense of the victims, and the p.,i.l €£."the snows 0£-tbe 
1944 death march •• " 
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3.7 

Case Study: United States Holocaust 
Memorial Museum 

From here, two rows oflit glass bolck leads between two 
staircases, creating yet another sense of uncertainty. 

"Neither staircase leads to the display if that is 
what one is, by now, looking for; the one that rises 
leads to the Hall ofRemembrance, the one that 
descends takes the visitor to the concourse level ... 
next to the information counter, the only shelter 
in the empty plain, where people cluster less for 
advice than for protection from the dizzying 
agoraphobia of so much open space. The very 
idea of advice or assistance seems futile in such 
an environment.,, 

The overall effectiveness of the memorial succeeded in 
giving patrons an uneasy sense of confusion; a mild sense of 
fear comparative to the fear endured daily by the residents fo the 
Holocaust camps and Jews everywhere. Between the confusion 
of the surroundings and the pictures of hoq or and victims all 
around, the visitors begin to sense the horror. 

Freed's use of materials also 'Contributed in the design 
both interior and exterior. On the exterior Freed used the 
materials of the two neighboring buildings: = stone of the 
Bureau ofEngraving and Printing, apd the Vi ~f t'he 
Auditors Building. The use of brith mat · $1 ~ ~at a 
continuation of each of the bu'ildings ~ at1b~ ame tim~ 
bringing them all together. The inte°"-'*lterial were chose&.to 
resemble the matetjal {the concentrati6n ealnps. Freed 



3.8 

Case Study: 

Pacifity Program 

United States Holocaust 
Memorial Museum 

searched for the perfect brick for two years to match a brick on 
his desk from concentration camp. "The red brick is warm, 
tactile yet eventually disturbing." It is this attention to detail 
that subtly incorporates features of the holocaust such as the Star 
of David illustrated with steel beams imbedded in the brick, the 
illusion of the camp ovens and even the ta/lit (the Jewish prayer 
shawl). Through his use of detail he is able to create a 
suggestion and effect the psychology of the minds of visitors. 
"The building is not symbolic, it is suggestive, and the range of 
suggestions is wide." 
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}Ictivity }Ina(ysis 

Activity: Approaching 

As one approaches a destination, particularly for the first 
time, each individual begins to make a judgement and create an 
appropriate state of mind. This will be based not only on the 
architecture of the facility, but also the landscaping and ground 
features. The approachment will begin in the parking lot, and 
through a serious ofleaders will be led around to the front of the 
facility. For the visitor's center a feeling of awe and power 
should be portrayed to display the power of the navy in 
protecting our freedom. 

Performance Requirements: 

The needs of approaching the visitors center will be met 
through a series of way finders. Paved sidewalks will create a 
clear path to be followed, lined with various trees and 
landscaping to create a sense of pleasure and pride. To 
incorporate the emotion of power and awe, the facility will open 
up from the trees at the entry to unveil the large size and 
contrasting materials from the landscaping. 



Use of Reflective Materials 

.Jlctivity .Jlna(ysis 

Activity: Entering 

Entering is probably the foremost important activity for 
a guest from an architecture stand point. For it is the initial 
psychological experience upon entering a facility that creates an 
interest for further movement within a facility. Upon entering 
the lobby, the feeling of awe and power should continue from 
the exterior mixed together with a feeling of excitement and 
curiosity. Upon entering guest should pause momentarily 
asking themselves where to proceed first. 

Performance Requirements: 

To create the entrance experience needed, the visitor's 
center will use a combination of architectural features, such as 
scale, lighting, and materials. Scale is primarily used in the 
lobby with a ceiling height between 20-30 feet. This large lobby 
space will intertwine with the various activities, on multiple 
levels, in an open and spacious fonn giving visitors an overview 
of the activities taking place. Lighting will give the lobby and 
entrance spaces a bright encouraging wel®me. The main use 
of light will be natural lighting tlirough ~lear story and large 
scaled windows. The bright u~ of light will create an 
excitement of arrival as it reflects the natural coloring of the 
materials. The materials will consist of vaj>us materials with 
various reflective qualities, including stail~ steel tained 
concrete, marble, and wood. The stainle¥~l.1MleyA11d 
finished concrete will all pro'fde refl.ve quia'ttilr.tkit ·1~ 
bring out the natural colors of the woo4 f'ld marble. The nat]gal 
sheen of the materials will add in tlfttitenng experience Of the 
visitor's center. 
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}lctivity }lna(ysis 

Activity: Viewing 

The visitor's experience at the Naval Visitor's Center 
exceeds more than a typical visitor's center, for the displayed 
exhibits are viewed for educational and memorial purposes. 
The viewing of the exhibit space and the memorial is the main 
activities of the facility for all visitors. The viewing involves 
the naval, USS Cole, and each individual sailors exhibit spaces; 
ranging in a variety of material from photographs newspapers, 
uniforms, and physical memorabilia. Viewing will also play a 
role in the auditorium, for use in displays during lectures. The 
main area of focus however being the memorial itself. The 
viewing of the memorial will be a visual stimulation tool for the 
creation of emotion in the visitors. 

Performance Requirements: 

Design of the viewing spaces should take into 
consideration the audience. The audience will range in ages 
from children to the elderly, and with this wide array of age, 
comes a large difference in height and therefore eye level. The 
average male stands ataheightof5' -1/4"with and eye level at 
5' 4-3/4." The average height of femaleg is 5' 3-1/4" with an 
eye level of 4' 11-3/4". Therefore, the average eye level of 
adults is 5 ' 2-1/4". Meanwhile, the averag~ hei9ht of a six year 
old is 3' 1 O" with an eye level of 3' 5-W". The average 
museum patrons observe areas between I' 1-.;e ~below 
eye level. However, the great~the sp btiP9~ setver 
and the exhibit the greater the'tlcope o~e viewih rft"'ance · s 
possible without strain to the eyes~. 'fypically a "cone cf 
vision" of 40 degrees is the comfoM ble. \tiewing scope. As a 
result, the naval · · layed in a lar e~ace and will 



3 .12 Requirements 
for ease of viewing 

}lctivity .Jl na(ysis 

Activity: Viewing 

allow a greater height of exhibits, using the 40 degree cone of 
vision and based on the size of the room; therefore, the larger the 
design space, the higher displays may be exhibited. But for the 
individual sailor displays, of approximately 60 square feet, the 
display space should be limited to a minimum of 2' above the 
floor and no more than 6'2" above floor level for viewing 
comfort. In the case of the memorial, the large open site should 
provide ample space for visitors to back up or more forward for 
the ease of viewing. 



Water features to 
create calming effect 

}Ictivity }Ina(ysis 

Activity: Remembrance 

Remembrance, Commemorating, Recognition, 
Mourning, Grieving. The activities involved at the memorial 
will depend on each individual visitor. No one can predict how 
people will react particularly to the reminder of tragedy. It is 
this unpredictable reaction of emotion that the memorial hopes 
to invoke and help ease. No memorial or amount of grieving 
can ever replace what has been 1 ost, nor can it heal the pain of the 
loss. But it does give a place of remembrance for those who 
were effected directly and for those that admire the sacrifice 
made by those few for the freedom that they enjoy, the freedom 
to come pay homage for a job respected by all . 

Performance Requirement: 

None. There are no set standards or requirements as far 
as what it takes to invoke emotion in people. While there are no 
set standards for remembrance, such factors to encourage such 
behavior may entail water features, symbolic statues, or other 
sensory simulators. Emotion exists within each individual, 
each individual that came to the memorial to remember. As far a 
specific requirements for the architecture, pie only requirement 
is expressionism. The only true ~ay to figure out what will 
make people grieve, is to be in their shoes, anq to feel the pain, 
and then express it through the architecturtichitecture has 
the power to try to create this emotion, true qu stiQ.tl is 
"how?" How do you create emotion~ u~~ of 
emotion. -
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}Ictivity }Ina(ysis 

Activity: Shopping 

Shopping at a visitor's center gives the guests an 
opportunity to take home a souvenir as a reminder of the 
experience. The gift ship will house not only souvenirs of the 
memorial, but also of the naval base, an opportunity not open to 
civilians from within the base. Shopping consist not only of 
purchasing, but also of browsing, comparing merchandise, and 
discussing purchases. 

Performance Requirements: 

The design of the spatial layout for the gift shop needs to 
take into consideration the type of merchandise, the number of 
shoppers at an allocated time, and security. For security 
purposes, the width of the shop should be kept minimal 
(approximately 16.5') with the register located towards the exit 
for surveillance purposes. The estimated amount of shoppers at 
twenty minute intervals, being approximately 15-20 at peak 
times, allowing 10 sq.ft./person for comfort during circulation. 
Circulation throughout the store should allow for free 
movement throughout the merchandise. 'F.he merchandise will 
range from apparel to teddy bears, books, apd various souvenirs. 
For the clothing apparel shelving uuits lining the walls will be 
accessible for both displaying and storage, while any breakable 
souvenirs should be displayed in glass disipses. Likewise 
appropriate shelving units should be acco ated f~ bgoks 
and toys, whether it be in the fonn of an mf i ni\:f)r a 
permanent fixture. , 

' 
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jf_ctivity jf_na{ysis 

Activity: Touring 

The touring portion of the visitor's center gives the guest 
a chance to go within and view a portion of the naval base 
normally withheld from the civilian population. This not only 
gives visitors of the center a chance to view the base but also the 
fleets of the enormous battlegrounds on water. By viewing and 
observing the ships personally, the scale and the power of each 
ship will help invoke pride in the navy. Therefore, adding to the 
respect factor created through the visitors center, transforming 
the pictures in the exhibits into reality: the reality of the ships, 
the reality of sailors, the reality oflife and death. 

Performance Requirements: 

The touring portion of the visitor's center takes place 
mainly outside of the facility site. The tour begins at the 
visitor's center touring desk. The touring center serves as a 
gathering and waiting location before the tour begin every half 
hour during peak tourist seasons. The waiting area needs to 
accommodate approximately 20 people. Design space of 2.5 
sq.ft/person needs to be allotted for eating or with a 
combination of 2 sq.ft/person for stan'14tg room. The tours 
take place on naval base bussesiJ therefore, space should be 
allotted in direct relation to the waiting facility for boarding the 
busses. The boarding area should feature 40' wide drive to 
accommodate departing and returning tour') ,.~e dri\I sh~mld 
also be handicapped accessible with ap~~"llf;pspmd 
covered (minimum height of 5') to JlpteC'-tff& KutS frQ!]l 
harsh Weather. n . I 
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Activity: Educating 

Education at the visitor 's facility takes place in two 
forms: through presentation and displays. The displays are used 
as visual stimulation to show history through pictures, artifacts, 
and writings. While the auditorium will house feature 
presentations and lectures to educate through auditory senses. 
The auditorium uses both auditory and visual stimulation as a 
means of lectures and presentation material . 

Performance Requirements: 

The performance needs of the auditorium include the 
neeed for seating, lecturing, and a display screen. The lecture 
podium will be a movable feature of the raised platform (raised 
approximately 2') that can be moved from the center or to the 
side. The viewing screen has the option of either using a flat 
smooth surface of a white wall, or a retractabel screen of a 
various size depending o the size of the room. The auditorium 
will seat approximately 100-150 people with each seat meeting 
a minimum space of20"x 34". The projection area will consist 
of a raised platform (minimum 4.5' ~eight and approximately 3 
feet wide and 6 feet long) in the back of ttre auditorium to meet 
any projection or computer needs. 
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}lctivity }lna(ysis 

Activity: Cleaning 

The cleaning needs of the facility will be largely the 
responsibility of the cleaning crew. The majority of the 
cleaning will take place primarily after the hours of operation 
and will involve an array of duties including: dusting the 
exhibits, vacuuming, waxing/buffing floor surfaces, trash 
depository, restrooms, etc. 

Performance Requirements: 

The needs for cleaning largely involve the storage of 
such cleaning items. A janitorial closet (approximately 50 
sq.ft.) needs to be centrally located in a general area closely 
adjacent to the cleaning spaces. The hardest of the cleaning 
supplies to move about will consist of a buffer, vacuum, and 
mopping supplies. As a result, there should be an easy direct 
access for such items to their area of use. Likewise, electrical 
outlets should be planned for cleaning of hallways and such 
areas normally void of electrical outlets. 



ct access to storage 

Separation from 
public view 

jlctivity jlna{ysis 

Activity: Delivering/Loading 

Deliveries taken to the visitor's center will consist 
mainly of the exhibits before the opening, and then in 
association with restocking the facility for continuous 
operation. 

Performance Requirements: 

The delivering needs of the visitors center will take 
place in two phases: the initial set-up and restocking. The initial 
set-up will take place before opening to the public, so deliveries 
can be brought in through all entrances. But for restocking 
purposes, specifically of the gift shop, a loading area obsolete to 
the public is needed. The loading dock needs to be adjacent to a 
loading area large enough to allow turning with dollies and to 
temporarily store incoming merchandise. This loading space 
(approximately 100 sq.ft.) Likewise needs to have easy access 
to the gift shop storage room without bringing the merchandise 
pastthe visitors of the center. 
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Activity: Business Operations 

The daily operations of the facility run smoothly in part 
due to the business operations that take place behind the scenes. 
These services include such duties as finances, scheduling, 
public relations, security, military cooperation, and such facility 
operation tasks. The facility manager and staff operate as a 
team to make sure that the visitor's center provides an 
experience worthy of the their time. 

Performance Requirements: 

The operations of the staff require a range of needs in 
order to perform both effectively and with content. For the 
operational needs, an administrative area should be separated 
metaphysically. The separation should exist so as to seclude the 
noise and activity of the office from the spaces of quite 
remembrance. The administrative area should be easily 
accessible from the entry for business appointments and 
inquiries, as well as accessible to the conference rooms for such 
purposes. The administration area should provide adequate 
working space for the facility manager and secretary as well as 
providing a separate space for hourly employees to relax. The 
break room should provide facitities for breaks such as a 
refrigerator, microwave, television, and xrtab le fumi tu re. 
The office space of the manager should al lo for not only a desk 
but also for a couple of chairs to accom e ~si'1ess 
meetings held in the office. The m ~SI Uld 
exhibit a distinguished and ytt relaxirfeel 'sci 6 ~tn~ 
guests to a portion of the military~ The reception spce 
should likewise hav.e an inviting feel pro-tiding a comfortable 
sp~ce forwaitin · 
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ENTRY NESTIBULE 

Purpose: To create a mediation area between the exterior 
space and the interior lobby space. 

Users: Visitors, staff, everyone entering and exiting 
facility 

Activities: entering, exiting 

Square Footage: 100 sq.ft. 

Character: Inviting and full oflight 

Design Requirements: 
- Should have enough doors to handle largest 

flow of people, approximately 200, but it 
should be limited for maximizing security 

- Minimum 2 sets of double doors to minimize 
Heat loss. 

- access walkways leading frc;lm parking 
- glass doors for lighting and S'ecurity 
- all natural lighting through ~lass doors and 

walls 
- Exterior overhang or louvers. 

summer sun. 
- Direct View from Lobby for 
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CLOAKROOM 

Purpose: To provide a place of storage for exterior 
clothing and parcel for visitors to allow a more 
pleasant visit 

Users: Visitors 

Activities: Storing 

Square Footage: 150 sq.ft. 

Character: Warm, secure 

Design Requirements: 
- Incorporate secure location for parcels 
- Visibility from information desk for security 
- Acoustic ceilings to block noise 
- Non carpeted flooring (tile, stained concrete) 
to allow easy cleaning from wet outer garments 

- 100% incandescent lighting, no windows for 
security 

- HVACcirculation linked witll the lobby for 
comfort when takingoif exterior garments 

- provideseatingforsittingwhiler moving 
exteriorclo~ing 

AdjacentRelationsliips: Loqby, 
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LOBBY 

Purpose: To invite, inform, and orient visitors to the entry 
of the naval base and memorial 

Users: Visitors, staff 

Activities: Meeting, orienting, informing, relaxing 

Square Footage: 600 sq.ft. 

Character: Inviting, spacious 

Design Requirements: 
- Spacious, allowing for largest gathering of 

people in facility 
- Max amount of visitors during peak tourist 

times (approx. 200-250)) 
- Incorporate design features from memorial 

(water feature, statues, etc.) 
- Natural lighting to incorpo~te nature 

One main information desk'( approx 100 sq.ft) 
located centrally visible fr&n all directions 

- One Touring reseNhtfon desk(l 00 sq.ft.) Can 
be combination with i~nation desk or 
separate 
Flooringshouldb~non-c pi· stant 
(Stained concrete, cera~~/ l1 
maintain floor lrom extei'!br elem 

- Include targe scaleq~~;t'acility, memcuiel', 
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GIFT SHOP 

Purpose: To provide a location to purchase souvenirs and 
educational material 

Users: Visitors and staff 

Activities: Buying, selling, browsing 

Square Footage: soo sq.ft. 

Character: Inviting, exciting 

Design Requirements: 
- Allow 10 sq.ft. /person 
- Open circulation between displays 
- Track lighting to display products 
- Various displays should utilize the different 

merchandise: books, clothing, postcards, 
Souvenirs 

- Gift shop to be open all hours of operation 
- Display windows t0-be visi51e from lobby and 

possibly the exterior 
- Bright vibrant lightirrgto excite the room and 

and encourage purchasing 
- ID:7AC.to bei~ conjunction "'lb k>bby to 

mamtam consistent tempera~ :l 
- Acoustic ceiling$ and wWJ,.)>~ 
- Variation in floating frontlObby'( , 

texjUre )-to define a: ~ltlon 
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GIFT SHOP STORAGE 

Purpose: To store excess merchandise for the gift shop 

Users: Staff 

Activities: storing, inventory 

Square Footage: 150 sq.ft. 

Character: Secure 

Design Requirements: 

- Wall shelves to line every wall for storage 
- Nowindows 
- Acoustic ceiling tiles 
- Include one HV AC register/vent to allow air 

circulation with minimal heat/cooling cost 
- Carpeted flooring for acoustics 
- 100% incandescent lightin~ 

Adjacent Relationships: Gift Shop, LOading Docks 
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AUDITORIUM 

Purpose: To provide a space to be used for lectures, 
seminars, and films 

Users: Visitors, staff, military 

Activities: Learning, Viewing, Lecturing, Educating, 
Meeting 

Square Footage: minimum 1800 sq.ft. 

Character: Inviting while maintaining a sense of quite and 
Attention to the front of the room 

Design Requirements: 
- Accessible entry after hours of museum for 

Meetings, or lectures 
- Use acoustic ceiling and wall panels to limit 

sound penetration outside of auditorium 
- Raised ceilings for acoustic and visual 

stimulation (minimum. 20') 
- Stage area to raise speaker for visibility to the 

audience (approximately-21) 

- ADAAccessible 
- Carpeted flooring for acousti£S and comfort 
- Separate restroom accessibillv fori after hours 
- Indirect incandescent lightinl ~ 

Adjacent Relationships: L3bby, Re~s,EK~ 
' 
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CONFERENCE 

Purpose: To house a space for meetings and conferences 
for the staff as well as arranged group 
Meetings including possible educational 
Military classes 

Users: Staff, Military, Special Arrangements 

Activities: learning, meetings, lectures, discussions 

Square Footage: 400 sq.ft. 

Character: Respectable and Comfortable 

Design Requirements: 

- Accommodate approximately 20-25 people 
(at 20 sq.ft./person) 

- Equal use of both natural and artificial lighting 
- Acoustical ceiling tiles and carpet 
- Window views towaqis eitller front entry or 

towards the naval base 
- HVAC to be separ~to'beturned off when not 

in use 

Adjacent Relationships: 
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NAVY EXHIBIT SPACE 

Purpose: To display the exhibits for the Naval History 
Portion of the visitors center. 

Users: Visitors, staff 

Activities: Viewing, observing, learning, reflecting 

Square Footage: 1000 sq.ft. 

Character: Honorable 

Design Requirements: 
- Ceiling height minimum of 1 S' 
- Lighting to be indirect natural lighting 

Or softincandescent 
- Wall units to support displays 
- Provide seating for resting and contemplation 
- Steady circulation patterns 
- Variation of display exhibit\ to attract, interest 
- Acoustic ceiling tilesto keep noise to 

Minimum 
- Flooring to be carpeted or of a varied color or 

texture from lobby flooring 
- Direct circulation with USS le and sailors 

exhibit space ~ 
- HVAC circulatipn share :ilii"-Pfl 

maintain consikency 

· s: Lobby~:ColeExhibitSpace 
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"USS COLE" EXHIBIT SPACE 

Purpose: To display the exhibits for the USS Cole 
Portion of the visitors center. 

Users: Visitors, staff 

Activities: Viewing, observing, learning, reflecting 

Square Footage: soo sq.ft. 

Character: Honorable 

Design Requirements: 
- Ceiling height minimum of IS' 
- Lighting to be indirect natural lighting 

Or soft incandescent 
- Wall units to support displays 
- Provide seating for resting and contemplation 
- Steady circulation patterns 
- Variation of display exhibits to attract, interest 
- Acoustic ceiling tiles.to keep noise to 

Minimum 
- HV AC shared withiobby for co1,1sistent air 

circulation 
- Same flooring as Navy Exhi varied in color 

or texture for distinction 
- Directcirculati~ flow b~ ~~ 

Sailor's exhibitS.as well adireaP~ 
lobby ~ • 
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SAILORS EXHIBIT SPACE 

Purpose: To display the exhibits for each individual 
Sailor's memorabilia portion of the 
visitors center. 

Users: Visitors, staff 

Activities: Viewing, observing, learning, reflecting 

Square Footage: 60 sq.ft. 
17@60sq.ft.=1020 sq.ft 

Cliaracter: Honorable 

Design Requirements: 
- Ceiling height minimum of 15' 
- Lighting to be indirect natural lighting 

Or soft incandescent 
- Wall units to support displays 
- Provide seating for resting and contemplation 
- Steady circulation patterns 
- Variation of display exhibits to attract, interest 
- Acoustic ceiling tile9'to keep noise to 

Minimum 
- HVAC shared with lobby fo nsistent air 

circulation ~ 
- Sameflooring¥NavyE i~~C* 

odexture for di!kinction rr 
- Direct circulation 'flatftO)ll the USS Co!e;..as 
w~directacces~~ lobhy 
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RESTROOMS 

Purpose: To provide a place for human necessities 

Users: Visitors, staff 

Activities: Washing, Necessities, "going to the head" 

Square Footage: 200 sq.ft. Each (x 4) 
800 sq .ft. Total 

Character: Utilitarian, cold 

Design Requirements: 
- ADA Accessible 
- Non-carpeted flooring with acoustical 

Ceilings 
- Separate gender facilities 
- Accommodate maximum amount of guests at 

Peak times 
- Maintain the characteristic of the restroom 

facilities aboard the ships to give a sense of 
atmosphere 

- Stainless steel partiti5ns and counter tops 
- Resemble the rubber floorinl:the ships 
- Individual ventilation syste 
- Flourescentlightingfixtures ~hi~ 
- Acoustical ceil'1.g pane!iW "1b 

reflection of so~nd off orthe stee 
Ji. 

Lobby, TuurCenter, Lounge 
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LOUNGE 

Purpose: To provide a place of relaxation for visitors and 
to provide a place to wait for tour departures 

Users: Visitors 

Activities: Resting, conversing, waiting 

Square Footage: 300 sq.ft. 

Character: Warm, Cozy 

Design Requirements: 

- Direct access from stairs/elevator 
- View to exterior deck and Naval Base 
- Combination ofcarpeting and tile flooring: 

carpet around seating for comfort, tiling for 
circulation and refreshments 

- Lighting to consist of75% natural 
25% incandescent 

- Possible incorporation of 
fireplace/waterfeature for a sense of comfort 

- Acoustical ceiling panels 
- Two sets of double doors lea 

to limit loss of heat 

AtQacent Relationships: Ei!terior d.;a, d 
Exhibj-~ 
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EXTERIOR SPACE/DECK 

Purpose: To provide a place of relaxation and 
socialization incorporating the outdoors 

Users: Visitors, military, staff 

Activities: Relaxing, waiting, meeting, observing, 
conferencing 

Square Footage: 400 sq.ft. 

Character: Relaxing, Inviting 

Design Requirements: 
- Provide shaded and unshaded areas 
- Adequate seating for approximately 3 0 people 
- Direct access to memorial 
- Sculptural and landscaping 
- Evening artificial lighting for night activities 

And security 
- Track lighting for landscapi~g 
- Combination patterned cantrete flooring and 

steel flooring to resemble ship flooring 
- Viewoverlookingthe based ci(s and 

Memorial 
- Createamediationbetween ~e~~ 

Visitor's cente~ i•g: -
Loungrlo: rlngFacility, rear 

'orofbuildi S1A1emorial 
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MEMORIAL 

Purpose: To create a place for reflecting, grieving, and 
honoring the fallen sailors 

Users: Visitors, Military 

Activities: Mourning, Reflecting, Remembering 

Character: Remembrance, Sorrow 

Design Requirements: 
- Elementofsculpture 
-Water feature to incorporate the site of the 

attack 
- Maintain the dignity and respect ofNaval Base 
-Acoustical separation from visitor's center and 

from streets through landscaping and possible 
built features 

- Artificial/Track lighting for night lighting 
- To have visible emphasis during the night 
- Visitation available at all hours<fthe day 
- Lit walkway from memorial to parking lot 

Fornightsecurity 
- Landscaping in conjunCtion with exterior deck 

and visitor 's center 

Adjacent Relationships: Visitors 
Base 
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ADMINISTRATIVE LOBBY /SECRETARY 

Purpose: To provide a mediation space between the 
museum and the administrative office. 
To provide a space for the duties of the secretary 

Users: Secretary, Head Administrator, Visitors 
and Staff 

Activities: Administrative jobs, waiting, conversing, 
copying, typing, computing 

Square Footage: 300 sq.ft. 

Character: Welcoming, warm 

Design Requirements: 
- Include secretarial space/counter in clear view 

of administrative entrance 
- Provide space for seating and waiting 

(100 sq.ft.) 
- Carpeted Flooring tomatch all offices 
- Separate Heating/Cooling systems 
- Acoustical ceiling tiles 
- Same HV AC unit as all admif.. strative units 
- Possible view overlooking e ·or deck or 

Front of visitor's center • 
- Natural and artifrciat lig~ 

Adjacent Relationships: Admitjltkfoi:s Office, storag 
Access f{om.Lobby, Employee 
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HEAD ADMINISTRATOR'S OFFICE 

Purpose: To provide a space for the administrator to 
complete administrative duties and provide a 
secure location for monetary issues 

Users: Head Administrator and Staff 

Activities: Administrative jobs, managing 

Square Footage: 200 sq.ft. 

Character: Welcoming, warm 

Design Requirements: 

- Carpeted Flooring for acoustics 
- Separate Heating/Cooling systems 
- Acoustical ceiling tiles 
- Natural and artificial lighting 
- Views towards either the base or the front of 

the visitor's center 

Adjacent Relationships: Adminrstrative.spaces, storage 
Access from L by 
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EMPLOYEE LOUNGE 

Purpose: To provide a quite space for relaxation of the 
staff 

Users: Secretary, Head Administrator, and Staff 

Activities: Resting, relaxing, conversing, eating, drinking 

Square Footage: 150 sq.ft. 

Character: Warm, welcoming, safe 

Design Requirements: 

- Provide overhead storage cabinets and pantry 
- HVAC system in connection with 

Administrative offices 
- Acoustical ceiling tiles 
- Combination of flooring: tiling around 

kitchenette, carpeting in re]Jlxation areas 
- Natural lighting if possible/\ndirect 

incandescent lighting 
- Provide closets for empl'oyee storage 

Adjacent Relationships.~ Administrator 
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OFFICE STORAGE 

Purpose: To provide a quite space for storage of office 
supplies, and administrative items 

Users: Secretary, Head Administrator, and Staff 

Activities: Storing, inventory 

Square Footage: 150 sq.ft. 

Cliaracter: Utilitarian 

Design Requirements: 

- Acoustical ceiling tiles 
- Carpeted flooring t match all administrative 

offices 
- OneHVAC register/vent to allow circulation 

with minimal cost 
- Nowindows 
- Incandescent lighting 

Adjacent Relationsliips: Admintstrators Oipce area 
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GROUNDS MAINTENANCE 

Purpose: To store all lawn maintenance equipment 

Users: Grounds Keeper 

Activities: Storing 

Square Footage: 1 so sq.ft. 

Design Requirements: 
- Exterior door with al ock 
- No entrance to the interior 
- Waterutilities on the exterior 
- Utilities sink for cleaning 
- Electrical utilities \ 
- Flourescentlighting 
- No windows for security purposes 
- Concrete flooring for easy maintenance 
- Natural ventilation 

escent lighting Adjacent Relationships: Exterio~ 
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LOADING DOCK 

Purpose: To provide a location for deliveries 

Users: Staff, delivery personnel 

Activities: Loading, receiving 

Square Footage: 450 sq.ft. 

Design Requirements: 
- Rubber bumper guards to protect from 

possible damage to loading dock 
- Bollards to be positioned 18" away from dock 
- Width to accommodate trucks (approx. 15 ') 

and dumpsters (6'x 6') 
- Drive accessible to loading dock from street or 

tour exits 
- Flooring material to withstand exterior 

Elements 
- Artificial night lighting for security 

Adjacent Relationships: Administration, driveway, 
storage> 
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MECHANICAL ROOM 

Purpose: To house mechanical and HVAC equipment 

Users: Staff, Repair Technicians 

Activities: Mechanical Operations, repairs 

Square Footage: soo sq.ft. 

Character: Utilitarian, cold 

Design Requirements: 
- Concrete flooring for fire protection 
- Fire Rated walls 
- Acoustics to contain sound through ceiling 

tiles and wall insulation 
- Nowindowsforsecurity 
- Flourescentlighting 
- Floor drains for cleaning and maintenance 

Adjacent Relationships: Loadipg dock, ossibly 
administratfV! 
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Public Areas: 

Entry 
Lobby 
Gift Shop 
Cloakroom 
Lounge 
Auditorium 
Exterior Deck 
Restrooms 

Exhibition Areas: 

Navy Exhibit Space 
USS Cole Exhibit Space 
Sailor's Exhibit Space 

Administration: 

Head Administrator's Office 
Administrative Lobby 
Office Storage 
Gift Shop Storage 
Employee Lounge 
Conference 

Loadine/Mechanical 

Loading Dock 
Mechanical Room 
Grounds Maintence 

square footaee 

100 
600 
500 
150 
400 
1750 
400 

4@200 sq.ft.= 800 

1000 
500 
1020 

200 
300 
150 
150 
150 
400 

450 
500 
150 

Pacifity Program 

Net Square Footage: 9670 sq.ft 
Usable: 13,255 sq.ft. 

Gross: 20,392 sq.ft. 

Unassigned Spaces: 

Circulation 
Mechanical 
Structure 
Janitorial 
Unassigned Storage 

15% 
10% 
7% 
2% 
3% 

sq.ft. 
1450 
970 
680 
195 
290 

3,585 





4.2 

Contex.t 

The site for the memorial and visitor's center is located 
directly on the naval base in Norfolk, Virginia. Norfolk is 
located on the farthest point east in Virginia, on the Chesapeake 
Bay, and approximately 200 miles south of Washington D. C. 

Norfolk's Naval Base occupies approximately 3,400 
acres in the Sewells Point peninsula. The naval station is the 
world's largest naval station, and based on supporting military 
population, it is the largest military station in the world as well. 
When docked, Norfolk houses 78 ships (aircraft carriers, 
cruisers, destroyers, submarines) along 14 piers, and 133 
aircraft (C-2,C-9, C-12, E-2 fixed wing aircraft, and H-3, H-46, 
H-53, H-60 helicopters) in 15 hangers. 

The site is located at the naval base's entry gate number 
five, along the Elizabeth River, on the Hampton Boulevard and 
Avenue B. The site is divided by Avenue B, the entry gate, with 
half of the site to the north of the entry road, and the other half of 
the site to the south. Entry gate number five is one of the main 
entry points to the base, especially to visitors due to its access 
directly from the Hampton Boulevard. 

The site is divided by the base drive musuring 52' wide. 
To the north of the drive is to be the proJX>~ location of the 
visitor's center, touring facility and padcing. This portion of the 
site portrays an odd shape due to the boundaries of the naval 
base. The site extends north approximately 9\f' and is 140' in 
length for the majority of the site, and 300' witM. the l~tion 
of the visitor's center. The south siCle of the p~ 441l18 t¥ 
proposed location of the memori'1. The ~swn ...... ofthis 
portionofthesiteextends 1100' south ;t."~'wide. 
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Conte~ 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

Location: 

Norfolk, Virginia is part of the Norfolk-Virginia Beach
Newport News Metropolitan Statistical Area consisting of the 
following counties: Norfolk, Hampton Bay, Hampton, Virginia 
Beach, Portsmouth, York, Newport News, Suffolk City, Isle of 
Wight, Mathews, James city, and Surry. The Metropolitan area 
is the 28th largest MSA in the nation. 

Norfolk area: 54 square miles 
NorfolkMSAarea: 39,594 square miles 

Latitude: 40 degrees 88 minutes North 
Longitude: 82 degrees 6 minutes East 

Climate: 

Norfolk has a wet moderate climate due to its location along the 
sea line. The average temperature high in July is 86.9 degrees 
fahrenheit, and the low January tem eratllre is 34 degrees 
fahrenheit. The average rainfall is 44,6 inches, with an 
additional snowfall of 7 inches. 



ConteXJ 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

Population: 

The MSA has a population of 7,078,515 while Norfolk's population in the 2000 census was 234,403 . Since the last 
census count in 1990, Norfolk's population has decreased 
10.3%. 

Ethnic Population: 
White 
Black 

American Indian 
Asian 
Other 

Economy: 

113,358 
103,387 

1,071 
6,593 
4,174 

48.4% 
44.1% 

.5% 
2.8% 
1.8% 

The economic graphics of the Norfolk area consists of average 
per capita income of $22,390, while the median sits at $28,350. Federal funding provides a bulk of the economy funding 
approximately $5,110,030,000 a year. ~ufacturing and 
retail comprise arevenueof$7,637,648,QOO a y ear. 



Conte~ 

Traffic Patterns 

The activity surrounding the site consist of both 
pedestrian and automobile traffic. The pedestrian travel consist 
mainly from the entry gate and touring facility to the parking 
area. Pedestrian travel also crosses the Hampton Boulevard to 
the military housing to the east of the site. 

The traffic flow around the site is fairly limited to 
military travel, due to its location between the base and military 
housing. However, the traffic on the four lanes is mildly heavy 
during shift changes between the hours of 6 a.m.- 7:30 a.m. and 
from 3:00 p.m. -4:30 p.m. For the issue of a possible pedestrian 
bridges across the entry gate drive, the minimum height needs to 
accommodate military vehicles. 

Natural Environment 

The natural environment consist of a wide array of trees, 
consisting of cherry, Norfolk Island pine, douglas fir, live oak, 
etc. Trees are located sporadically throughout the site and 
continue to line along the chain linked fence qµ the west side of 
the site. A sidewalk lines the east side of the site as do the 
electrical poles. The road lining the street i~ a four lane street 
with a landscaped median. 
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Conte~ 

Contextual Issue: Military Respect 

As with any architecture project, site plays a large role in 
the development of the design. The issue of site in this 
particular case, involves not only the physical site but also the 
military state of being. The United States military portrays an 
image of ruggedness that demands respect world wide, with no 
exception being portrayed on the base itself. 

Throughout the development of the design, the site 
needs to incorporate and honor this respect. The site is located 
at entry gate number five, a main gate, but not one commanding 
the attention of some gates. However, through the development 
of the site this admiration can be achieved as it should. Gate five 
also has an advantage, it is the main entry for the ports access, 
giving a view of the power ofits fleets just beyond the entry. 

Throughout the design and the site, this pride and respect needs 
to be incorporated and acknowledged. With the creation of this 
ambiance, the base will attain not only a place of remembrance, 
but also a reminder to the public as to why the United States has 
the most powerful military force. 



Conte~ 

Contextual Issue: Weather 

Norfolk naval base, just like any naval base, is located 
along the coast of the ocean. And unfortunately, the coast is 
known for bringing some unimaginable weather inland, such as 
hurricanes. While Norfolk is no stranger to hurricanes, nor is 
the navy, the design of the visitors center needs to take into 
consideration possible design features that can protect the 
facility in this time. 

During the event of a hurricane, all of the military ships 
depart the area until the threat has passed, but with a building, it 
is not this easy and precautions should be taken. The visitor's 
center needs to have a form of window protection that can be 
easily closed or covered during the event, as well as additional 
structural support to any pedestrian bridge. The navy is well 
trained in these events and is prepared with site flood blocks, but 
the military's first priority in such an event is that of the people 
of the community; and, the maintenance of the base should be 
already thought of and sufficiently engineered. 



Conte~ 

Contextual Issue: Noise Pollution 

The Norfolk naval base is the world's largest naval 
station in the world, housing 78 ships and 133 aircraft. Housing 
this number of aircraft culminates into an average of 100,000 
flights per year, 275 per day, that's results in one flight every six 
minutes. This large number of flights results in noise pollution, 
as the average sailor, during their term in the navy, will lose a 
percentage of their hearing. 

The sound pressure rating for helicopters and jet planes 
range between 100-140 decibels, well above the maximum 
comfort hearing level for humans of approximately 90 decibels. 
This severity of noise pollution will effect the patrons of the 
visitor's center and memorial, particularly during moments of 
reflection. 
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Extreme Acoustics 

Structure Considerations 

Conte~ 

Desi2n Response 

Weather conditions for the site, particularly hurricanes, 
is an issue concerning materials and orientation. The site is 
oriented towards the east facing Hampton Boulevard, as a result 
facing the orientation of the ocean. For the event of a tropical 
storm, the facility needs to have a form of window protection 
that can be easily closed or covered during the duration of the 
storm. As a result, window height and placement should be 
considered as far as how easy is will be to protect. Materials for 
the facility and site should be structurally calculated for the 
possibility of such storms. 

Likewise the materials of the facility will be the main 
contributor to minimizing the noise pollution of the site. To 
decrease the sound pressure from 100 decibels to approximately 
80 decibels, an increase in acoustic materials needs to be a 
primary focus of the entire facility. Acoustic materials such as 
1-1/2"high performance vinyl-faced fiberglass ceiling panels is 
an example of the acoustics needed, particularly in the visitor's 
center. The memorial, however, should be largely open to the 
natural setting of the environment to remind the visitors of what 
life as sailor entails. 
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When I first started graduate school, 
everyone told me to choose wisely. 

To choose a thesis that would not bore me 
and that I could keep an interest in, 

And the USS Cole fulfilled that for me. 

I can t tell you the number of times 
that tears filled my eyes working on this project, 

partially due to exhaustion, 
but mainly out of respect and understanding. 
The understanding of what it means to have 

family in the military, 
your own personal heroes. 

Those personal heroes 
that I can t imagine being taken away from me, 

while protecting me. 

While writing this, the United States is undergoing a 
series of terrorist attacks, 
the same attacks of hate 

as were acted upon the USS Cole. 
So you ask if I have enough inspiration? Daily. 

Now, once again it is my family and the family members 
of many others, that are 

fighting once again for our freedom. 

God, watch over them, 
and bring them home safely. 

Gerald Louis Wieck 

Luke Allen Housh 





Conceptual Design Basis 

The design of the USS Cole Memorial started with the 
initial idea of emotion. The majority of the visitors have probably 
never had to face a military loss, and hopefully will never have to 
do so. That's where the emotional pull of the sailors exhibits plays 
a role into making the visitors relate personally to the sailors as a 
person. The initial concept was to take the visitors through the 
naval museum, to experience the history to this military branch, 
and then through the USS Cole exhibit gallery filled with pictures, 
articles, and displays. Then finally the visitors would pass 
through the sailors exhibits before reaching the memorial. The 
memorial was to be a quite, solemn, and almost cold place 
designed for reflection, with nothing but the sound of water falling 
onto the concrete and steel. 

The main idea behind both the memorial and the visitors 
center was to try to give the visitors an idea of navy life on a ship, 
for the visitors are not allowed to go aboard the ships for security 
reasons. The desire to create this sense is what defined the 
materials to be used on the visitor's center and memorial, steel and 
concrete. The ships consist completely of steel, both inside and 
out, while the docks are primarily concrete. As a means of 
creating this similarity, the interior and exterior structure is 
exposed as it would be aboard the ships. 

Likewise, the scale of the ships are a mystery to most 
civilians, and as a means of relation, I wanted to somehow 
incorporate in some form not only the scale of the ship but also the 
size of the explosion hole in the USS Cole. The scale of the ship 
was then designed on the site a two foot deep footprint of the vast 
ship in a garden setting. While the explosion hole was finally 
marked as the entrance to the memorial. 

<Design Process 
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(])esiBn Process 

Program Changes 

Throughout the design process, the program for the 
memorial played an intricate part being referred back to upon may 
occasions and as a result very minimal changes to the program 
occurred. The main change as previously mentioned involved the 
circulation patterns from a linear pattern to a more free flowing 
labyrinth pattern. 

Likewise, room sizes varied in small amounts particularly 
the lobby area. The lobby changed from being the main entry 
point of focus to being set over to the side of the sailors exhibits, 
allowing for the effect of the direct axis. Likewise, the naval 
exhibit area was moved outside of the direct axis to play a 
secondary role to the focus of the USS Cole. 

Overall, the program in large, remained true to the design 
and to the theory in maintaining the military respect and the form 
of expressionism. 
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Design CriticismResponse: 

After these recommendations, I completely shifted the 
axis of circulation making a direct access from the front entry to 
the memorial. And having the arrogance of an architecture 
student, I was determined that I could force the visitors to 
experience the sailors lives, and decided to line the sailors exhibit 
areas perpendicular to the main axis to the memorial. As a result, 
the visitors have the option to walk directly to the memorial but as 
you walk, you can't help but at least be aware of the exhibits 
around the space. Overall, I was able to keep the design aspect 
that I wanted, met the criticism, and ended up with a much 
stronger design. 

The final criticism met involved the roof. Initially, the 
first schematic design involved a flat roofinvolving little thought 
towards the roof elevation. The roof then became a focal point 
involving three pyramids to light up the night sky. However, this 
not only took the focus off of the memorial but also became too 
busy. The final result came from by following through with the 
ideas of the folded flag, and incorporating the roof as a major 
design aspect incorporating the seven different folds. Overall, the 
changes due to the·criticisms throughout the experience not only 
challenged the design and the theory, but encouraged the design 
to overcame the obstacles to form the strong final design that was 
consistent in theory and form throughout. 
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Design CriticismResponse: 

Through the semester, with each review we all wanted 
approval of our design, and with every review came criticism. 
Criticism is by far one of the hardest things for architecture 
students to learn to accept, but with final design, I personally 
decided to take the criticism/recommendations and to at least try 
their suggestions. And, as a result, my design has changed 
drastically forthe better. 

Initially, my circulation pattern was extremely indirect, 
taking the visitors on a long circulation pattern before reaching the 
memorial. It was recommended that tourist may not have the time 
to take a long stroll before reaching the memorial to make a direct 
access. I was also advised that you can't force the visitor's to go 
through the sailors exhibits, however that was the basis of the 
creation of emotion. The result of these criticisms resulted in a 
much stronger design. 
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<Design <Process 

Theorv Issues 

Form 

The issue of form finally established itself around the 
folded flag, with the roof setting the initial pace. The roof 
represents the seven different folds in the flag folding ceremony. 
Including the memorial itself, it comprises seven 45 degree 
triangles into the roof pattern. The roof is likewise symbolic of 
how the flag degresses in size being the largest over the exhibits 
and getting smaller over the touring center, as if being folded 
several times. The memorial is then located to the side, just as if 
the funeral duty sailor turned about face to hand the final flag to 
the family, and thereby lays the folded flag for eternity. 
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Symbolism 

Symbolism is one of the strongest features of the naval 
visitor center and memorial from the parking lot to the restrooms. 
The first symbolic feature involves the site and location of the 
building. United States destroyers are vast in size unbeknownst to 
most visitors spanning 52' x 550' . Wanting to create a sense of 
size, the decision was made to incorporate a foot print of the ship 
on the site, with the direction pointing towards the ports. With the 
footprint established, the memorial was located in relations to the 
explosion location to the ship. 

Likewise, the footprint was used in 
orienting the drive and parking. The drive 
enters the site based on the location of the 
helicopter landing pad of the ship, from 
one means of transportation to another. 
The parking and landscape are symbolic of 
the waves created with a passing ship, 
through the curvilinear parking, tree 
placements and pavement shapes. The 
landscape paving takes the form oflarge 
air bubbles created by the waves using red 
clay pavers. The "red" pavers are 
symbolic of"the bloody isle" -- the 
reference used by the sailors of the USS 
Cole referring to the dark bloody hallway 
filled to capacity with the injured and 
dying sailors. 
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Symbolism 

Symbolism is continued throughout the visitors center and 
memorial. Upon entering the center a trail of blue terrazzo tiling 
guides the visitors directly to the memorial, and a large pool of 
water and fountains. Water is often thought of as a giver of life, 
but for seventeen sailors, water was a factor of their death. The 
axis to the memorial is offset at 4degree angles in both directions 
to symbolize the 4degree tilt that the USS Cole suffered after the 
explosion. The wall separating the visitors center and the 
memorial consist of a 20' tall by 40' wide glass wall, marking not 
only the entrance to the memorial, but also showing the exact size 
of the explosion hole, in approximately the same location on the 
footprint. 
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Symbolism 

Upon entering the memorial, visitors follow a promenades 
of 17 American flags (one for each sailor killed). With names of 
the sailors carved into the 10' tall masonry wall . Their journey 
ends at the memorial flag, a 36' wide steel tri-folded American 
flag. The folded American flag has forever been a symbol of 
sacrifice for freedom and for those unfortunate family members 
that have ever received a folded flag, it is a symbol of the nation's 
respect for the sacrifice their sailor/soldier faced for the protection 
of the nation. 

"For our tomorrow, they gave their today. " 
General Henry H. Shelton 

The flag is used to cover the caskets of honored military and upon 
the lowering of the casket, the flag is tri-folded and handed over to 
the family. Once folded, the flag is to never be unfolded, but to 
remain at rest as a memorial. As a result the folded flag will 
always be a reminder of honor and sacrifice, and is the primary 
symbol of the design. 
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Emotion 

The issue of emotion came into play with the desire to 
make the visitors to the memorial relate to the emotions of the 
families of the fallen sailors. Emotion however is something that 
can not be forced, but can be encouraged. The design of the 
memorial is layout to do just that, encourage emotion. Upon first 
entering the visitors center the guests are taken on a path to the 
memorial through individual exhibits of each sailor. The sailors 
exhibits contain mementos of their lives (such as pictures, awards, 
childhood toys, etc.)to express the loss of a life verses a 
meaningless casualty number. The exhibits exists as a means of 
making the visitor relate to their own families and friends with 
similar traits and interests as the sailors, and with the creation of 
that relationship, the emotion of a memorial is more likely to take 
place. 

u 
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Facility Issues: 

Security 

Being a military base, security is already a high priority 
and the visitors center is no less of a concern. The site plays a 
large role with this issue. The site was chosen to the fact that it is 
located next to an entrance gate with the Military police. The MP 
will be used for night security for guests visiting the memorial 
after the visitor's center hours. In addition, visitors touring the 
naval base are checked by the military personnel before ever 
boarding the tour buses. 

Ligl1ting 

The lighting throughout the visitor's center mainly consist 
of direct and indirect natural lighting. Large floor to ceiling 
windows illuminate the majority of the interior spaces including 
all of the exhibit spaces. There is a need for indirect lighting for 
the exhibits, therefore the majority of the large scaled windows 
are located on the north of the building, allowing the light access 
with indirect rays. l'he large entry window facades likewise 
illuminate indirect natural lighting through the shading of the 
extended roof to act as shading louvers. 
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Facility Issues: 

Circulation 

The circulation changed slightly from the initial linear 
path movement to more of a labyrinth pattern. The linear path 
focused movement along a defined path, while the labyrinth 
pattern starts the circulation in a linear pattern and then allows 
guests to venture outward at their discretion. This is the pattern 
movement taken on by the visitor's center, first directing the 
visitors through the sailors exhibits, the USS Cole exhibit space, 
up to the memorial and then releasing them to venture freely 
between the Naval exhibit space, touring center, gift shop, and 
memorial garden. 
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Context Issues: 

Acoustics 

The issue of acoustics is addressed mainly with the 
suspended ceiling panels. The ceiling panels consist of 1 W' high 
performance vinyl-faces fiberglass . Additional insulation within 
the roofing system the initial sound absorption form the exterior. 
Likewise, all the exhibit panels will consist of acoustic absorption 
materials to counter balance the sounds of the interior. Carpeting 
provides more acoustic absorption for the more intimate spaces 
such as the administrative offices, conference room, auditorium, 
and gift shop. 
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Context Issues: 

Military Respect 

Initially, the idea of representation of the folded flag 
entailed having 17 stars with the triangle. However, upon 
research, it was repeatedly established that a properly folded flag 
displays only four stars. It was decided to respect that tradition 
and honor by representing the flag in a way that can be honored by 
all. 

Likewise the structure remained exposed to be 
representational of the naval ships, for they have exposed beams 
throughout. The materials used throughout the design was not 
only representational but likewise to fit in with the context of the 
military base verses presenting a radical form in contrast with the 
disciplined lifestyle of the military. 



Compelling Design Aspects 

There are several compelling design aspects within the 
USS Memorial and Naval visitor's center. The first compelling 
aspect involves the site as a whole, how it all works together to 
create a pleasant and functional means of not only movement but 
also reflection. 

The next feature would be the exterior of the visitors 
center. With the triangular roof tops floating atop an exposed steel 
structure with the reflection of glass in the background. 

Inside, the path to the memorial likewise creates a space of 
interest. The second floor opens to below along the axis of 
columns to the memorial, creating a vast area of space as the 
ceiling slopes from 30' high to as high as 54' at the peak. The axis 
is based along the 4 degree tilt lined with stainless steel columns 
reaching to the ceiling. In the center of the axis lies the circulation 
hub of the design with a 50' diameter terrazzo navy seal o the floor 
encircled by two curved open stairways leading to the naval 
exhibits above. 

Finally, at the end of the axis lies a large 20' x 40' glass 
facade to the memorial. In connection with the memorial the large 
opening not only represents the explosion but also frames the 
memorial. The large steel folded flag floats at the end of the 
promenade of seventeen American flags, with water falling from 
the four stars of the large steel memorial. At night, from the street, 
the large framing window is lit as a background for the flag, 
offsetting the darkness of the steel verses the spotlights shining 
through the four lonely stars crying. 

(J)esiqn <Process 
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On our Pina{ araft deadline, tlie VSS Co{e set saiC from 
tlie (]3ifo>j, 'M.irsif sippi, port for lier first time 6ac~ on tlie water. 

}Ina totfay, as I liani in my finaC copy, tlie VSS CoCe ir expected 
to puff into tlieir liome port in NoifoC~ Virginia. 

I fee{ lionorea to liave 6een taRJn on tliir traiC of emotwns witli tliem, 
Not onCy ao I fee{ e>\_citement for my accompfuliment, 

6ut aCso for tlie crew ani tlie navy, as a famiCy mem6er comes liome. 

<Best Wis lies to tlie Crew and tlie :Memory of tlieir fost family, 
t m sure tliat tliey are saifi11{j 6esiie you, watclii11{j over you a{{, 
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